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Mix the remnants of your spiritual bath water into a bucket of warm scrub-water, with a bit of the Uncrossing
Crystals that you save back when you made up the bath. Add a capful of Chinese Wash to make it even
stronger, especially if it will be used as a floor wash. Wash from the back of the premises to the front. If you
have carpets, you can just lightly spritz them, or sweep with a broom that you have covered with a cloth
dipped in the floor wash and wrung out almost dry. Sweep out the front doorway area while the floor is still
wet. Once you are done with the wash or floor scrub water, carry whatever remains out of the house and pour
it on the ground outside not down the drain , to remove its influence from your home. Do this every morning
upon awakening for 13 days -- bathe , pray, light the white candles and incense , then wash down the house -to bring you relief from crossed conditions. If you find it, just burn it all up or throw it into running water. Not
only will this take the rootwork off of you, it will send it back to the one who sent it. Most times,
unfortunately, you will not be able to find the trick they put down to hurt you. In that case, one well-known
way to reverse their work back onto them is to burn a reversing candle. This is a jumbo red candle that has
been dipped into and covered with black wax. Some people prefer to carve the double-action candle to give it
points at both ends so that they can light and burn both ends at once. To hold it in place, they stick it
horizontally on the point of a heated rusty nail that has been hammered through a board and then placed on a
sheet of aluminium foil or a large cookie tray. Once you have reversed a jinx onto an enemy, it is a very good
idea to maintain your defenses, especially if that person is hostile and will remain near you in your life, for
instance on the job or in your family. To protect yourself from future attacks, you can make use of Fear Not to
Walk Over Evil powders or oils. To prevent a recurrence of the problem, it is a good idea to bind your enemy
up in a mirror-box spell. The mirror box will keep everything evil they do bouncing back to them, hurting
them each time they try to hurt someone else. To work this trick you will need a doll-baby of some kind to
represent your enemy. You can use any kind of doll that looks like them or sew one or make it of twigs, or
whatever feels right to you. Try to get something personal of the enemy -- hair, a photo, or the like -- and
incorporate it into the making of the doll. One simple way to make a doll is to use a black candle in the figure
of the Devil and carve their name on it and use that as an effigy. Next get a small box that will just hold the
doll-baby or effigy. It need be no larger than a shoe box and it can be chipboard or cardboard. It must have a
lid. Go to a store where cheap mirrors are sold and buy one without looking in it yourself. This is difficult; but
be sure to not look. When you get the mirror home, take a hammer and break the mirror into pieces, still
without looking into it. Glue the pieces into the bottom, sides, and lid of the box -- still without looking. My
preferred glue for such work is a brand called Goop; it is sticky, flexible, relatively fast-setting, and makes a
very tight bond to a variety of surfaces. An alternate way of making the mirror box, shown here, is to get six
4-inch mirror tiles. Join them together to make an open box with all the mirrors facing inward. The sixth
mirror is kept to one side to make the lid of the box. Working by the light of a black candle that has been
dressed with a combination of Uncrossing and Reversing hoodoo conjure oils , place the prepared doll-baby or
effigy in the box and sprinkle it with red pepper powder and sulphur powder or a prepared spiritual sachet
powder containing red pepper and sulphur, such as Reversing Powder, Crossing Powder , Revenge Powder, D.
As you sprinkle the sachet powder , say, "Here you are, [Name], and here you will stay, and from this time
forth, all the crossed conditions you try to bring about, and all the jinxes you try to make, all the foul words
that you use, and all the evil that you do will come back to you as these mirrors reflect your image back to you
-- and in this hell of your own devising you will burn until God releases you in judgement, Amen. Ask the
spirits in the graveyard to help you hold your enemy down, and as you do so, pay them a dime for their trouble
either by throwing it over your left shoulder as you make your request or by placing it at the head of the grave.
Since this work consists of laying a trick , even in a good cause, when you get home, you should perform the
13 Herb or Uncrossing spiritual bath and candle burning spell as described above, reciting the 51st Psalm for
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purification and removal of any sin you have committed. If you use a black candle in the figure of the Devil
and carve their name on it, then anoint it with an appropriate dressing oil. If you use Reversing Oil, what they
did will bounce back on the enemy and things will go fairly hard with them. Death Unto My Enemies Oil may
express your desires more accurately. The dressing oil or combination of oils you work with is for you to
decide, depending on your own wishes in the matter. Burn the dressed black candle on the toilet tank, a little
bit each night, pinching it out between burnings. Burn it down while the moon is growing smaller -- and on the
dark of the moon, the darkest night of the month, turn the burning black candle stub upside down and
extinguish it in the toilet bowl, saying "Thus will you, [name of enemy], meet your fate! This is an old spell,
and it used to be performed in an outhouse, so the candle would fall into the piss and shit already there and
could just remain in that place. When you are finished, wash down the room where you did this job with a
mixture of Uncrossing Crystals and Chinese Wash in warm water, to clean it out. You might also want to take
the 13 Herb Bath or Uncrossing Bath as described above, reciting the 51st Psalm for purification of your self.
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Dig Around the Roots Dig out the soil around the stump. Expose as much of the roots as possible, by
removing the surrounding soil using a shovel or spade. Work in a circle around the stump, removing the dirt.
You may need to dig fairly deep on each side of the larger roots to really expose them so that you can cut or
chop them up. If you cannot uncover the largest roots of the stump, consider a different method of removing
the stump. Cut Up and Remove the Roots Chop up any exposed roots. Cutting up the roots can be done quite a
few ways. Depending on root diameter, you can use bypass loppers, a shovel, an axe, a hatchet or a saw. The
goal is to chop them up or cut them into pieces for easy removal by hand. Wear safety glasses to protect your
eyes from flying debris when using an axe to cut up roots. Wear work gloves to protect your hands while you
remove roots from the ground. Remove the Tree Stump Pull out the stump. Once a majority of the stump root
structure has been removed or damaged enough, you should be able to pull it out of the ground or push it over,
tearing it away from any remaining small roots that are still attached. Helpful Tip Use your shovel as a lever to
pry the stump up if need be. Gather up the cut-up roots and pieces, along with the stump, and discard them.
Consider chopping them up further and adding them to your compost pile, if you have one. Patch the Hole Fill
the hole where the stump once was with topsoil, loam or potting soil, etc. Pack it down by hand or with a
tamper so the ground is level with the surrounding area. Add grass seed or lawn repair patching to the area so
grass grows in and matches the area with the rest of the yard. Grind the Stump Step 1. Rent a Stump Grinder
Use a stump grinder when necessary. Some stumps are too large or stubborn to be removed by digging them
out. In many cases, a stump grinder might be needed to shred the stump for easy removal. Stump grinders can
be rented at home improvement centers and stores. Wear eye protection, gloves and earplugs while operating a
stump grinder. Grind the Tree Stump Follow all instructions for operating the stump grinder. Place the grinder
over the stump and activate it. It will grind the stump down and then work its way into the ground to cut up the
roots. Remove Debris and Fill the Hole Use a shovel to remove the ground-up stump and roots and other
debris. Discard of the debris in a yard refuse bag or add it to your compost pile. Fill the hole where the stump
once was with topsoil, loam or potting soil, etc. Pack it down by hand or with a tamper. Add grass seed or
lawn repair patching to the area so grass grows in and matches the rest of the area. Burn the Tree Stump Step
1. Build a Fire Build a fire upon and around the stump to burn. Ignite the fire and let it burn for several hours
â€” refuel it with wood to keep the fire going. This process can take quite a bit of time, so plan accordingly.
Start as early in the day as possible. Before you start, check your local ordinances to see if outdoor fires are
legal in your community. Keep a garden hose nearby to extinguish the flames in an emergency. Remove Ashes
and Fill Hole After the fire has been extinguished and the stump burned down, shovel out the ashes and place
them in a metal bucket in case there are remaining hot embers or ash. You can discard of the ashes later when
they have completely cooled. Fill the hole with topsoil and tamp it down until it is level with the surrounding
area. Use a Chemical Stump Remover Another stump removal option is to use a chemical stump remover.
This is the least labor-intensive method, but also takes the longest to remove the stump. It can take weeks to
soften the wood enough to chop up. In order to effectively use a chemical stump remover, you need to create
holes in the stump into which the chemical can be applied. Use a drill with a large bit to drill a number of
holes in the top of the stump. Over time, the chemical stump remover softens the wood and speeds up
decomposition. Follow all manufacturer instructions before applying the remover. Keep children and pets
away from the stump area to avoid the risk of ingestion or other contact. When the wood has decomposed and
softened, chop it up with a hatchet or shovel and remove the debris. Fill in the area with soil and level it off
like you did with the other removal methods above. You can also burn the remaining softened wood if it is
hard to chop up and remove. Use the directions provided above to burn the rest of the stump.
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republish all of our material wholesale.

I actually play this game myself as well as being its creator. From time to time I think, "Man these monsters
are too hard! Or a while ago I thought, "I never want to dig the really hard stones because it takes a long time,"
so I coded the game to hide really juicy treasures behind the hardest stones, which makes for a bit of a trade
off. So it makes me sad when I see reviewers complaining that the game is changing. Sometimes I probably do
make the game worse in an update, but give it time. Sometimes what seems worse at first is actually better
once you get used to it. Good games are always improving. And Doug cries when reviewers complain. He
needs five star reviews and lots of treasure to stay happy. They really were too easy recently: Otherwise you
generally win. To me it feels pretty fair, predictable, and challenging now. This is a really hard thing to get
right. I think it might be right now. This resolves lots of confusing cases where you die without a clear reason
why the monster "won. It felt a bit miserly before. Before, you had step away and come back. The new chain
reactions make previously nerve-wracking situations even more nail-biting. They are still available either as
drops or as loot from treasure chests. There was just way too much down below about m--it was ridiculous.
This makes the helmet less fragile. Previously it protected only against monsters and being squished by
blocks. You can still die from explosions and lava while wearing the helmet though. Previously they would try
to generally move toward you. Now they go left or right on a purely random basis. Jan 6, Added local high
score table. Compete against yourself and your friends! Fixed bug with high scores being lost if the game is
stopped at "Play Again" screen. Treasures dropped by creatures are no longer destroyed by blocks. Killing
monsters by dropping things on them is now just as lucrative as hitting them yourself. Monsters no longer
open chests. The delay between when a treasure is dropped and you can pick it up is now shorter.
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At this property we had to burn the rest of the liquid propane in the tank to repair the service valve! We only burn off the
rest of the propane tank if we can't pump the tank out or remove it.

In fact all high heat resistant firebricks are made of fire clay. Only special manufacturing technologies of those
expensive materials change their properties and usage applications. But we are not going to space, at least not
for now. What is Fire Clay? Fire clay in detail photo. Fire clay is a normal mud, simple as that, but a mud with
higher Alumina AL content. Has usually whiter-lighter color. Whitish to yellowish, pinkish, light brownish.
Refractory or pottery suppliers sell it. Even if it comes in dry powdered form in bags, fire clay is still very
heavy physical properties calculators for various refractory materials. You only need one bag per dome if you
buy the clay in dry powdered form. In mass sense, even when in a dry powdered form with density of 1. Every
time I lift the bag I notice that. Source of fire clay from the natureâ€” OK, maybe no one sells fire clay in your
location. Close your eyes and think about thisâ€¦, give it a go a several times. Think of a place outside where
you saw mud of a lighter color. I mean a place with water soil erosion or excavation work going on. When
wet, mud is soft and sticky without any organic matter in it. Mud can be found usually deeper below top soil.
You have to find a spot where it is not mixed with sand or rocks, and remember the light color. You need to
uncover a mud which has similar structure to the play dough when wet. Just dig it out. Mix fire clay with
sieved fine sand Loam is great to make the top refractory mortar! Mix it with coarse river or creek sand and
make clay adobe tiles out of the stuff. Mixing send into a wet clay by walking in it, or mixing sand with clay
both in dry form and then adding water in, second example requires less effort and is much more faster. As
these adobes dry, they shrink a bit and should be covered with plastic so the drying speed is slower otherwise
you create propeller instead , that prevents banding and cracking. More grog is added into the clay, for adobe
tiles, less shrinkage and cracking. House building bricks are different to refractory application. Clay adobe and
bricks must be dense and less porous, solid and heavy. These adobes are joined by sand clay mortar â€”
Although inner face of the dome made of adobe or mud bricks is quite fragile it cooks very nicely; if you
touch it harder with e. If you have a chance to fire your fire clay in an electric or gas kiln do a test firing with
one adobe. When making arches of the dome by using wooden template: If you can support dome side wall
bricks to prevent the dome arch pushing on them and possibly collapsing, then the best mortar you could use is
Fine sieved sand that is or pebbles can give hard time in places where tiny gap between bricks is desired.
Cement is used only to make the mortar to dry faster, to set as you work to progress fast. Also experts in
manufacturing and selling firebricks tell you that, no need for refractory cements everywhere, these are
expensive and used by industries for theirs hi temps kilns and furnaces or for castables. Fire clay sand mortar
mix dries very slowly, but if you support the side walls by pouring concrete cladding behind them, leave it
cure and then form arched ceiling using the Lime is calcium and it takes over the cement when it burns out in
heat. Old ovens were built using only fire clay with lime not cement. These ovens work forever, many of them
are being fired daily for decades and never cool down. Where else can I find Fire Clay? Soft pottery clay body
â€” usually 10 â€” 15Kg per packaging. Ask for clay with more alumina content, stoneware clay, and it can be
coarse not too fine. Normally it is whitish color. Usually the shop has dry samples. Often they run discounted
sales of these nearly dry clays to get rid of it. So you brought your clay home now â€¦ but what to do next you
may ask? Take the clay out of plastics bags. Use wire or stronger fishing line to cut it in thin slices. Leave it to
dry. After about a week in an airy place the clay will be dry. Sit on some low comfortable soft seat on the
driveway and use a hammer to brake it into almost powder. You will need about a bucket to mix the mortar,
and half a bucket for the sand: Respond to the What is fire clay and where to get it in nature article:
Chapter 5 : How to Remove a Tree Stump: Dig It, Grind It, or Burn It | DIY: True Value Projects
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Dig it, Burn it, Sell it!: at www.nxgvision.com Read honest and
unbiased product reviews from our users.
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Dig out the soil around the stump. Expose as much of the roots as possible, by removing the surrounding soil using a
shovel or spade. Work in a circle around the stump, removing the dirt.

Chapter 7 : What is fire clay and where to get it in nature
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Burn It Down at www.nxgvision.com Read honest and unbiased
product reviews from our users.

Chapter 8 : Good Energy: itâ€™s not about technology anymore, itâ€™s about people | Life and style | The
Watch the Sons giving Alexander â€žTig" Trager an escort to the clubhouse after he killed Leroy's girlfriend. Music by
Awolnation: www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 9 : Uncrossing and Jinx-Breaking Magic Spells for Hoodoo Rootwork
Do not dig a hole, any hole you dig will be detrimental to the burn process because it reduces airflow. I use a propane
torch to set fire to the pile of kindling that is on top of the wire mesh. I will usually have some of the drier trash already on
top before starting the fire so that paper, plastics & cooking oils will enhance the burning.
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